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Regional Portfolio Advisory Committee (RPAC) 
Summary Notes                
Wednesday, February 28, 2018 

 

In Attendance: 
Debbie DePetris, Clark PUD 
Brent Barclay, Bonneville Power Administration 
Jeremy Stewart, Tacoma Power 
Larry Blaufus, Clark Public Utilities  
Fred Gordon, Energy Trust of Oregon  
Charlie Grist, NW Power & Conservation Council 
David Nightingale, WUTC 

Lori Moen, Seattle City Light  
Jeff Tripp, Puget Sound Energy  
Jim White, Chelan PUD 
Jessica Mitchell, Snohomish PUD 
Dan Johnson, Avista 
Tom Lienhard, Avista 
 

 
By Phone:  

 

Blake Shelide, Oregon Department of Energy 
Katie Pegan, Idaho Office of Energy Resources 
Don Jones, Pacific Power 

Roger Kainu, Oregon Department of Energy 
Pete Pengilly, Idaho Power 
Deb Young, Northwestern Energy 

  

Public Attendees: No public attendees. 
  

NEEA Staff: Julia Harper, BJ Moghadam, Emily Moore, Jeff Mitchell, Mark Rehley, Warren Fish, Jeff Harris, 
Alisyn Maggiora, Kaylan Dorsch 

 
Welcome, Introductions, and Administrative Items 

A. Packet 
BJ informed the group that we will have a vote on XMP today. He also announced that Mark Rehley is sick and 

will be calling into the meeting to give his presentation. BJ reminded the group that Tier 1 memos are listed on 

the agenda and there will be presentations on their topics. Tier 2 memos are for you to read, but we didn’t 

allocate time on the agenda. BJ mentioned that the RPAC Charter is included and he encouraged the committee 

to review it to decide if we need to make updates to it. If so, he will put time on the agenda for our May 14,2018 

meeting. This sparked some discussion about the RPAC Charter.  

Energy Trust pointed out that the committee has done work in the past to update it and suggested that the 

current document may be at its maximum length.   

NWPCC recognized the very important work that this committee does and recommended that we could benefit 

from some checks on our decision-making processes. The board may not realize all the checks and balances we 

have in place with RPAC.  

Clark PUD suggested that committee members should be providing their Board member with RPAC updates.  

There was consensus that it would be good to have more coordination and communication with their Board 

Members and that it would be helpful to receive a copy of the board agenda before Board Meetings.  

Action Item: BJ will figure out the best way to add RPAC members to NEEA’s email distribution list, so that 

they can receive the Board agenda and packet.  
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B. Informational Updates 
1) BJ welcomed new committee members Jeremy Stewart (Tacoma Power), Jim White (Chelan 

PUD), Jessica Mitchell (Snohomish PUD), and Tom Lienhard (Avista).  
2) The RPAC Work Plan 2018 will be included in the packet from now on.  
3) The Efficiency Exchange is coming up on May 15 &16, 2018. The early-bird discount rate of $195 

will be available through April 13, 2018. Regular registration will be $245.  
4) NEEA’s Business Planning Kickoff meeting will be on March 5, 2018.  
5) For safety reasons, NEEA’s front door will be locked after today.  
6) Julia Harper gave a staffing update for the NEEA Market Strategy and Execution team. There will 

be a new senior manager of codes and standards starting on March 19.  Bing Liu from PNNL will 
be replacing Ken Baker. Alexis Allan, the Senior Manager of Natural Gas and NEEA employee for 
nearly 10 years, is leaving to start her own consulting firm.  

 
Gas Mid-cycle Review (page 3 in packet)  
NEEA (Julia Harper) gave an update on the natural gas business plan. The mid-cycle review resulted in some 
recommendations around changes in governance, additional upstream work, and the integration of gas and 
electric. Staff and market partners see synergy opportunities in streamlining and capitalizing efficiencies. The 
creation of an ad hoc NG review committee will be discussed at the NEEA Board meeting on March 5th.  The 
committee will be comprised of board members, natural gas funders and a rep from the electric funders. If you 
have an interest in participating, please get in touch with your board member to inform John Francisco.   
 
The 2020-2014 Strategic Plan will be dual-fuel focused. We are setting up the framework for the next Business 
Plan and will factor in considerations from the ad hoc committee. NEEA acknowledge the need to keep funding 
streams separate and is charging full steam ahead on gas work.  

 
RPAC Vote: Extended Motor Products (XMP) (pages 4-19 in packet)  
NEEA (Warren Fish) gave a recap of the XMP initiative progress to-date. He did a check-in on RPAC’s 
understanding of the program and consensus to move forward to add it to NEEA’s program portfolio.   
There was clarification that the focus is liquid fluid pumps and circulators.  

 
Presentation Highlights: 

A. Feedback from Stakeholders 

• Focus on pumps up to 50 hp 

• Ensure review and approval for any expansion to other motor driven products 

• Need for field research to validate energy savings across a range of pump applications 

• Need more information about PEI 
B. Refinements to XMP based on Feedback 

• Focus: Packaged systems for clean water pumps and circulator pumps 50 hp and below 

• Only with review and approval will XMP expand to include other pumps, fans or compressors 

• Plan to convene a technical work group and ensure supplemental field research to validate 
savings 

C. Market Transformation – We can drive awareness, stocking and sales of efficient motor driven 
products and influence federal standards over time 
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D. Timeline  

 
E. Initiative Start 

• Goal: Support sales growth of efficient pumps by changing default practices and participation 
easy for distributors. Create a win-win scenario.  

• Conduct research plan to validate energy savings across range of pump applications in the NW  

• Complete market characterization and baseline  

• Develop market intervention plan   

• Begin small-scale market test with distributors 
F. There will be a Technical Work group to review existing data, review research plan objectives, assist 

with field site research and guide market characterization, so please let NEEA staff know if you are 
interested. We could use your help and input.  

 
Discussion:  

• Energy Trust asked if there are places doing this in the nation. NEEA (Warren) answered that  
Vermont working on this and PG&E in California is launching a new program on energy efficient pumps 
using the PEI.  We will be benefiting from other midstream efforts around the country and lesson 
learned. The timeline for we anticipate is 2019 for PRA and 2021 for SA. It could happen sooner, but we 
need to do more research. We also need to get some traction with distributors in the Northwest 

• Chelan PUD thinks these are excellent first steps. Questioned whether there is movement to go to a 
smart pump and not just looking at the electric side, but also looking at the fluid side. NEEA answers that 
the sensors, timers and controls are now embedded in products and it is much easier to make them 
integrated. We hope to explore these options more, but for now we can work to encourage those 
products with controls. The biggest savings delta is not having to use a constant speed pump.  

• Avista asked about savings magnitude. NEEA (Warren) answers that the estimates are 60-80 mw over 20 
years. There is more work to be done around cost effectiveness, but NEEA believes we will get there by 
utilizing market transformation.   

• NWPCC questioned if we are going beyond baseline of DOE standards and if our efforts can help make it 
happen faster. NEEA (Warren) answers we want to make it happen faster and much more broadly. 
These federal standards that go into effect in 2020 will drop the bottom 25 % of least energy efficient 
from being sold. We hope to be able to influence any new standards over time based on market shift to 
more efficient pumps. NEEA (Jeff Harris) adds that there is a connection to the points that Chelan PUD 
and NWPCC just raised. The long-term play is that the federal standard moves to an efficiency level that 
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requires a smart pump with sensors and variable speed drives as a package. For now, we need to get the 
rating system in place and get the bare pumps out of the market.  

• Avista stated that this is easy to do with presently packaged systems. There is an incremental costs 
difference that starts when you get above 50 hp. This is moving out of custom and into prescriptive. 
How do we access the practicality when the components are niche oriented? NEEA addressed that we 
understand that many funders work on custom track engineered service and we are keen to that. We 
want to help customers make good decisions. This program will help customers that were not getting 
custom track help, to install something better than what they had.  

• Clark PUD questioned if there has been any push back from distributors about this. Warren says the 
Hydraulic Institute is helping them get on board. HI is helpful in getting their industry to embrace the 
standard and use the new Energy Rating label.  

• Avista pointed out that the Industrial Advisory Committee folks might be the first people to ask to be 
part of the technical work group.  Also, XMP could use some marketing to facility managers. These 
package units will be very helpful in facilities where their equipment is very complicated and they don’t 
have the manpower to fix a complicated system.  

• NWPCC commented that the market research part of this is good, but it will be good to come back to 
this group and others to figure out what relationships you need to develop with stockers and decision 
makers. Building Operators Certification group might also be a helpful group for rollout. The work that 
NEEA can do to understand the markets is very valuable to funders.  

• Energy Trust questioned if there is going to be market testing work with the trade allies before SA? 
NEAA says the field research is part of that. We hope to do custom projects and on the small-scale tests 
immediately. We will do more when it comes to SA. ETO also commented that this is a complex market 
with complex options of savings. The more detail is provided, the more questions will come up. It will be 
hard for folks to see the line between critical questions and valuable information. NEEA can be helpful in 
making that clear for members of this committee.  

• WUTC asked if residential well pumps are the parts of the market. NEEA clarified that commercial will be 
primary focus. Industrial and agriculture will be next. Rural residential wells are not a primary focus, 
because it makes up a small part of the market.  

• Chelan PUD added that education is a big part of this with suppliers and vendors. NEEA says we hope we 
can leverage support from manufacturers. The Hydraulic Institute and our connections there will also be 
helpful. Today’s decision is to get started, and marketing dollars will be planned in the scale-up process.  

• BPA raised that we have an opportunity to sync up utility role early here. Let’s create a blue print for the 
optimized NEEA participation and utility participation. The sooner we could get that the better.  

• Snohomish County PUD commented that outreach and development has been good and Snohomish 
colleagues are interested. NEEA thanks funders for their help in getting us on the right track and be in 
alignment with local programs.  

• NorthWestern mentioned that engineers from her group expressed the need for communication with 
the design community to choose these products instead of what they would traditionally choose. We 
need to make sure we have a good reality check on that to get the performance that we want. We don’t 
want that to be a significant barrier. NEEA staff chimes in to say that this concern has been floated 
around and manufacturers believe that the HI label will bring more transparency. But we should be 
mindful of that in monitoring and one of our research questions on every evaluation we do.  
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VOTE: Extended Motor Products Initiative Start Approval 

Name Organization Yes No 
Present,  

Not Voting Not Present 

RPAC Voting Members         

Brent Barclay BPA Yes 
   

Larry Blaufus Clark Public Utilities Yes 
   

Fred Gordon Energy Trust Yes 
   

Charlie Grist NWPCC Yes 
   

Garrett Harris PGE 
   

Not present 

Dan Johnson Avista Yes 
   

Don Jones, Jr Pacific Power Yes 
   

Terry McKenzie Grant County PUD 
   

Not Present 

Jessica Mitchell Snohomish PUD Yes 
   

Lori Moen Seattle City Light Yes 
   

David Nightingale WUTC 
  

Not voting 
 

Pete Pengilly Idaho Power Yes 
   

Jeremy Stewart Tacoma Power Yes 
   

Jeff Tripp PSE Yes 
   

Jim White Chelan County PUD Yes 
   

Deb Young NorthWestern Yes 
   

 

 
Funders give an update on what they have been working on since Q4 of 2017. BJ asked if there are any 
specific questions that committee members have for their colleagues. Cannabis was requested.  
  
Avista – Bi-annual conservation plan approved in January by WUTC. Kicking off a home energy audit process. 
Defining new behavioral offerings with the ability to do corrective actions within homes. Working on an exterior 
shell install. Doing lots of pilot programs. On cannabis Avista has done a lot. We do our best to treat them like a 
regular customer. Energy is not their issue, but cash is. Allow them to walk in with cash to pay their bill. Consider 
cannabis customers as interior ag/vertical growers and help them to utilize LED lighting. Starting to see cannabis 
growers affecting sales of LED’s in non-cannabis vertical indoor ag. Got information from NEEA on commercial 
lighting products and LED pricing. It is now less to buy new LED’s for new construction than less efficient 
technology.  
 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) – BPA’s Strategic Plan has been published for 2018-2023. Twenty-year 
contracts will expire in 2028, so they are working to be the provider of choice. The three key messages of the SP 
are strengthening financial health, modernizing and providing competitive products and service, and meeting 
transmission customer needs efficiently and responsibly. For EE, developing a CPA (conservation potential 
assessment) for BPA’s footprint and working on a resource plan with projected energy needs. Residential 
lighting is getting a lot of attention - market average baselines and lowering incremental costs. Still working to 
get commercial industrial lighting V. 4 calculator finalized (expected to be ready in early March).  Contracts for 
bids out for Quality assurance for PVCS and integrated trade ally networks (non-residential lighting and non-
residential HVAC). Brent will be transitioning roles at BPA. He will now be a BPA’s NEEA liaison and taking on 
some utility accounts in southern Oregon. David Moody will be stepping into Brent’s role.  
 

RPAC Round Robin 

https://www.bpa.gov/StrategicPlan/Pages/Strategic-Plan.aspx
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Chelan County PUD – Address low income and rental properties, adding on-bill repayment option. Replacing all 
streetlights with LED and learning details of controls. California moved codes and standards for both commercial 
and residential to full cut off with photo cell and step diming. Low-temp heat pumps may be something NEEA 
should consider for energy savings potential. Working on managing DR without needing a 3rd party.  
 
Clark Public Utilities – Treat their cannabis customers like all other business customers. Work with BPA and PGE 
on HPWHs. Big event this Saturday. Working with Bonneville Environmental Foundation to do a solar car race. 
120 teams competing. Give stipends to teachers to help and ad curriculum in their classroom. Every 5th grader 
comes through their operation on a field trip. 2017 results are in and Clark had their best year ever. 12.98 aMW. 
Targets went up 30%. Community Energy Efficiency Program grant offered by Commerce and administered by 
WSU. Applying for funds and hoping to get $500 K. Will be offering free ductless heat pump (and weatherization 
if they need it) for low income folks. Clark was trailblazer for new construction home project – got 60 gas homes 
all at once. Will continue working with NEEA and learning a lot about data systems and reporting requirements.  
 
Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) – Did a big market study on cannabis and they are secretive about their 
information. There is a divide between old hippies and new entrepreneurs. There really are no best practice for 
lighting and it will take some time to shake out. Starting to do financial analysis on retail lighting incentives – 
how it will affect overall structure, administrative cost, and scale. As a non-profit, thinking about diversifying. 
Questioning who we are if biggest and cheapest commodities are not part of mix. There was an LED explosion in 
residential and we are wondering if the same thing will have with TLED’s. Also, starting a project to product 
development techniques to expand work with C&I. ETO is also work with PGE and PacificCorp on seasonal 
savings and working with Nest systems. ETO does energy efficiency and PGE and Pacific Corp do demand 
response, but there are opportunities to work together on this to get data.  
 
Northwest Power and Conservation Council – Doing research on grid impact if you degasify the electric system. 
We don’t have capacity to be on electric only at peak times. We are in a heating dominated climate in our 
region. Hosting a DR advisory committee forum. Kevin Smit will be heading up the reach market report with 
divisions by sector, income, home ownership type, etc. His report will be pulling together studies, compiling 
results, and helping to figure out techniques to help with program touch. It will be a 3-year snapshot and both 
census and utility data were used. The Conservation Research Advisory Council will meet in June. Will be doing 
mid-term review of 7th plan and start working on the on 8th plan. Will have a session at Efficiency Exchange.  
 
Puget Sound Energy (PSE) - Bi-annual conservation plan completed. Will be cutting carbon footprint by 20% by 
2040. Signed 5 solar grants to non-profits and hope to do another 3-5 this year for low income multi-family. Next 
year, hope to leverage green power dollars and add Microsoft settlement dollars for more low-income projects. 
In general rate case, received an additional 2 million for low income project coordination costs. Starting up 
midstream HVAC program for SMB customers (small-medium size business). Running a smart thermostat 
optimization pilot in Q4 with Nest. PSE residential program sign ups receive a thank you kit. Will be expanding 
the thank you kit to renewables and small businesses. Retired residential fuel conversion programs in 2018. 
After info from latest IRP, gas may not be the best economic move for customers. Starting Gas AMI in a few 
months. Will be releasing three new Claymation ads.  Dave Montgomery is the person to talk to about cannabis.  
 
Seattle City Light – The theme is change! New mayor, new interim general manager, and new interim business 
director. Seattle keeps growing (65,000 people/year), but load continues to decline. Reinventing process for 
customer energy solutions and adjusting strategic plan. Applying a new program life cycle with opportunity 
studies that go into business cases. Mayor new initiatives around electric vehicles, low income, energy efficiency 
as a service and pay for performance. Awarded $1 million to nonprofits and schools for solar projects and 
replacing solar panels on the Seattle Aquarium. First public electric vehicle charging station. Putting out an RFP 
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for program management database and another one for building analytics. Initial results show SCL has achieved 
20% reduction goal by 2020 ahead of schedule: 26%.  Looking to get numbers validated. Hoping to be first 
department within the city to meet that goal.    
 
Snohomish County PUD – Target up in non-trivial amounts. Cannabis was up and running and doing great 
things. Reflect on opening again or not due to Sessions memo. For EE, working on transitioning to capacity. The 
need to meet winter peak flow is influencing portfolio. Pulled investment away from commercial lighting, but 
would like to increase work with trade ally network. Re-deploy funds into wastewater opportunities. Residential 
low-income programs and audits in the works. Pay for performance is a joy and a challenge. First building in the 
works is done and expect the first energy report in a few weeks.  
 
Tacoma Power – Published 18-19 conservation plan in December. Target went down 30%. Lots of changes in 
residential group. Reconfiguring loans and incentives options to loan OR incentives. Loan program processed in 
house, so hoping it will also reduce loans and reduce cost. Restructuring low income program. Dropped DHPs, 
but will pay 100% weatherization. Also, allowing rental properties to be low-income and get weatherization. 
Thinking about a custom weatherization program – leverage with new construction.  On commercial side, RFP 
for SEM program. Also, taking a look at capacity and reviewing business practices. Smaller options, but that 
reach more customers.  Regarding cannabis, legal department advised to move forward with business as usual.  
 
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) – There are bills coming up in the WA legislature 
that are of interest including a carbon price that could impact utilities. The other bill is about distributed 
resource planning – passed in one house so far. Distributed resource planning was already part of IRP process 
and there will be continued rule making.  

 
NEEA Portfolio Update 
Presenters:  Emily Moore and Jeff Mitchell  

A. Commercial and Industrial  
Staffing updates: Emily is now Sector Lead and Debbie Driscoll’s strategy role is now commercial-wide. 

Neil Grigsby is Portfolio Program Manager for Com and Res, which is also a role expansion. Rachael 

Zakrasek is a new Program Coordinator supporting lighting and infrastructure programs.  

1) Update on 2018 Portfolio 

• Scanning for XMP and Commercial HVAC 

• Program development for Window Attachments and LLLC 

• Market Development for Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement, Commercial Code 
enhancement, Top-Tier Trade Ally, Commercial Lighting Regional Resources, 
Commercial Real Estate and C/I Strategic Energy Management, ITT.  
 

2) 2017 Market Progress  

• Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement – restocking strategies paying off 

• Luminaire Lighting Controls – strong product availability (Reach out to Ann Curran, for 
more/continued help)  

• Top Tier Trade Ally – Uptake of NXT Level training  

• Strategic Energy Management – growing regional and national interest 

• Window Attachments – Collaboration with AERC 

• Commercial Code Enhancement – Reached market development; state coordination 
plan process; these will be complete this quarter 
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o Idaho Power asked to clarify that the CCE program was just commercial, and not 
residential; and asked for elaboration on the CCE state plans.  NEEA Staff 
confirmed that CCE is just commercial, and explained that, for Idaho, the state 
coordination plan would build off the work of the Idaho Code Collaborative, 
looking ahead at code cycles and where are the opportunities to bring code 
proposals, to the states or IECC.  Idaho Power confirmed that the Idaho Office of 
Energy and Mineral Resources develops the State Plan for Idaho, including 
codes, and utilities don’t drive that development. 

 

ACTION ITEM: Emily to follow up with Dulane (NEEA) to ensure NEEA has provided input/requests for CBSA. 

3) 2018 Focus Areas 

• Advancing Luminaire Level Lighting Controls 

• Transitioning Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (moving to long term monitoring)  

• Leveraging Distributor Platform 

• Launching two new initiatives – XMP and DOAS 

• Continuing to engage on the C+I Lighting Regional Strategic Market Plan 
 

B. Residential and Mass Market  
Staffing updates: Jon Clark on Residential as Strategy Manager. Tamara Anderson is now a Program 

Coordinator. Jonathan Belmont is taking over Next Step Homes and Manufactured Homes.  

1) 2017 Market Progress 

• Heat Pump Water Heaters – sales started to take off with new distributors  

• Ductless Heat Pumps – new manufacturers entering the market, cost has been an issue 
and continues to be a challenge.  

• Super Efficient Dryers – Energy Star Most Efficient  

• Retail Product Portfolio – data, data, data  

• Next Step Homes – building partnership with voluntary rating programs. Reaching out to 
program managers about issues and  

• Manufactured homes – pilot homes built  
 

2) 2018 Focus Areas 

• Building regional confidence in the Retail Product Portfolio 

• Coordinating Heat Pump Water Heater sales with regional market strategy  

• Supporting Codes and Standards work (Residential/Commercial New Construction) – 
Next Step Home and Commercial Code Enhancement Program. Programs are different. 
But the Codes Process in states isn’t all that much different.  

• Addressing DHP cost-effectiveness (and making the right fit for the home and customer)  

• Exploring washers and dryers sold in pairs, and opportunities to improve both 
 

Discussion: 

Idaho Power questioned what is going on with manufactured homes. NEEA answered that it has slowed down 

due to HUD code delay. Still seeing continued interest from manufacturers. Targeting 5% market share in 2018.  

Energy Trust noted that RPAC need to be more aware of how we deal with attribution. These are complicated 

markets and we need to have real conversations about do we really need to know.  
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NWPCC commented that our job at RPAC is to make sure NEEA portfolio is on track. Huge value for NEEA to look 

at markets and what is happening, while we are doing our efforts. This work is very important. We need NEEA to 

help define what initiatives should be. There is value in looking at the broad market data, customer data and 

code data. We should rely on this shared effort and doing this work collaboratively is a better way to go about it.  

Avista added that when the prices come down on commercial lighting and other products, we should do more 

work to figure out when we start to hit up our 2 shift customers.  

PSE stated that cost effectiveness is critical. DHP is the only thing keeping my electric space heating program 

alive. The measure mix is also what we look at on a monthly basis.  

Emerging Technology 
Presented by: Mark Rehley 

 
Regional Pipeline Update  

1) RETAC has been working to develop a 
regional pipeline for new products. The 
intent is to respond to the 7th Power Plan 
that the region become more disciplined 
around new program development. 
NWPCC has been instrumental in providing 
guidance on this effort. The result is that 
RETAC created a database of products and 
projects that is housed on Conduit NW.  

 
2) “Projects” are more so research efforts 

(savings eval, fit for use, customer 
desirability, etc.) 
 

3) As products advance in readiness stage, 
you find that the number of associated 
projects per product increases; it starts as a 
1:1 ratio, but tends to grow overtime.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://conduitnw.org/Search/Pages/SearchResults.aspx?k=%20contentType:ConduitRETACProduct
https://conduitnw.org/Search/Pages/SearchResults.aspx?k=%20contentType:ConduitRETACProject
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4) Added “Current Project Status”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

Chelan PUD- Like what RETAC and NWPCC have done. Would like to see further vetting and a more formal way 

of evaluating the technologies.   

BPA - These are NW-centric products. Questioned do we capture/harvest national work that is happening, so 
we're not duplicating or so we can capitalize? NEEA responds that this past year we plugged in with CEE, EPRI 
and PNNL to compare notes. Encouraged by framework established thus far. California ETCC (Emerging 
Technology Coordinating Council similar to RETAC entity) looking to adopt our framework, which will help us to 
better compare notes there as well. Expect to start seeing more national engagement and how other entities' 
work is captured/monitored. 
 
Energy Trust – The resources to take this to the next stage are thinning out; having conversations with utilities 

and there seems to be a limit in ability due to other priorities/directions. Worried about our ability as a region to 

support the effort to get technologies out of the pipeline. NEEA and RETAC members share concern that we are 

riding on research that was done years ago. There is not the same level of investment region wide on R&D. 

Seattle City Light – Do you have a general sense of which of sectors these projects and products fall into?     

Action Item:  Mark will run a report and follow up to provide detail on technology division by sector.  

Public Comment:  
None 

 
Meeting Wrap Up, Feedback for NEEA staff 
 
WUTC appreciated the definition of acronyms in presentation materials was helpful  

Snohomish PUD appreciated that Warren took the temperature of the room and asked if we have questions.  

Avista noticed that new uses for drones were not listed in the RETAC database. That would be helpful.  

Energy Trust offered that maybe we limit round robin to 5 minutes. He did enjoy the program updates as 

presentations and found them to be very helpful for product updates.  
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BPA questioned if there might be a better way we can set up the camera feed for sound and those connecting 

by phone.  

Action Item: BJ and NEAA staff will follow up on improving AV system in Cedar CR.  

NWPCC suggested that NEEA could do a better job of orienting new committee members. These committees 

have to work for the whole process to work. Happy to help reach out and train new members. The Board should 

be responsible for orienting their new committee members, as well.  

PSE appreciated all the outreach by NEEA in advance of this meeting. Getting concerns worked out before the 

vote was really helpful.  

 

 


